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Magic wand company net worth

No mortgages or fees were registered against this company. Accounts 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Cash 433 107.00 £1,054,668.00 £835,589.00 £1,545,880.00 £887,596.00 Net worth £5 £158,165.00 £1,235,751.00 £1,038,926.00 £2,074,585.00 £1,469,823.00 Total current liabilities £78,297.00 £348.6
21.00 00 £334,709.00 £226,454.00 £62,759.00 £592,535.00 £1,550,741.00 £1,031,512.00 £1,962,00 248.00 £1,290,534.00 View full accounts Wand Company Company CrestTrade name Wand Company LtdIndustryUniversal remote control and Prop ReplicasFounded2009Founder Richard Blakesley

and Chris BarnardoNumber of locationsCambridgeWebsitethewandcompany.com Wand company is a British company that designs and manufactures universal remote control propyvous in various designs. The company was introduced on Dragons' Den in 2010, demonstrating its Kymera Magic Wand
Universal Remote Control, and accepted an offer of financial support of £200,000. Since then, Wand Company has created another universal remote control in the form of the tenth doctor's sonic screwdriver, the 11th doctor's sonic screwdriver, the twelfth doctor, which extends the sonic screwdriver and
two replicas of Star Trek: Star Trek: The Original Series phaser released in November 2014, and the Star Trek Bluetooth Communicator, which was released in June 2016. The History Wand Company was found in 2009 by Richard Blakesley and Chris Barnardo, who wanted to combine their forty years of
design, development and electronic development experience and make magical/surprising themed products that function as a universal remote control. [1] The company's first product was Kymera Magic Wand Universal Remote Control, which is in the style of a magic wand and sold 10,300 units in its
first year. [1] In 2010, the company went on the Dragons' Den tv show on BBC Two to apply for financial support, Duncan Bannatyne agreed to invest £200,000 for 10%. [1] Wanda later rejected the investment. In 2011, Bannatyne announced that Wand Company had made £1million in its first year. [2] In
2012, the company produced a new product in the form of eleventh doctor's sonic screwdriver,[3] later in 2013, the tenth Doctor's Screwdriver Sonic was released. The 3D Scan was taken from David Tennant's Sonic Screwdriver (which is the last remaining screen used by props from this series) to create
the body of the tenth doctor's Sonic screwdriver. [4] In July 2014, it was revealed on the company's Facebook page that the next product they would release would be a replica of the Star Trek phaser. [5] Later that month, a replica phaser was displayed at San Diego Comic-Con by co-founder Chris
Barnard, wand company said it used the same technology as the Sonic Screwdriver remotes and that the 3D scan was taken from the original to produce this replica. [6] In July 2015, they revealed that they would be releasing a fully functional Star Trek Bluetooth communicator. The item was released in
June 2016. In July 2020, they announced that they would release a fully functional Star Trek Tricorder, due for release in summer 2021. Reference ^ a b c Richard Blakesley &amp; Chris Barnardo The Wand Company. Bbc. December 12, 2013. ^ Dragons' Den What Happened Next – Some success
stories of Kymer Magic Wand. dragonsdeninvestors.com. Was acquired 12. ^ The Wand Company and BBC Worldwide Unveil The Doctor Who Sonic Screwdriver Universal Remote Control. Bbc. December 12, 2013. ^ The Wand Company presents two new Doctor Who Sonic screwdrivers at San Diego
Comic-Con 2013. Bbc. 12 December 2013. ^ Wand Company 15. The company of chopsticks. 15 July 2014. 2 September 2014. ↑ Grady, Lora (25 July 2014). Star Trek Phaser Remote Revealed at Comic Con 2014. bigpicturebigsound.com. Acquired September 2, 2014. External links Official website
Obtained from Strong Box protects and displays your Kymera wand For thousands of years people have dreamed of using magic to conquer the world around them. Now finally Wand Company has conjured up a real magic wand that brings this power to your fingertips, allowing you to control things
around home with easy-handled wrist movements or swishes the perfectly-formed tip of your wand. Kymera Wand is the world's first buttonless, gesture-based infrared remote control. It can recognize 13 different movements or gestures and convert them into infrared codes needed to control almost any
electronic device in your home that currently uses a traditional infrared remote control. Using a simple learning process, Kymera Wand can learn up to 13 infrared (IR) codes from your existing remote controls and play back these IR codes when you make one of 13 predefined movements or gestures.
Each button from the remote control can be assigned to each of the 13 gestures and there is no need for all the codes stored on the wand to learn from a single remote control. Change tv channel with simple wand movement What's in the title? The word Kymera comes from the name given to a
wonderful fiery breathing mythical animal called Chimaera. Chimaera was an impressive mix of different creatures with a lion's head and a snake's tail. The Kymera wand thus gets its name from its strangely satisfying blend of ancient values and modern technologies, which makes it what it is, because it
hides well under the seamless cloak of a lovingly designed Victorian form, beating the electromechanical heart of pure science fiction witchcraft. Serious high-tech delivers magical results Small but smart Open circuits DVD tray with pull-back gesture Wand amazing abilities come from a range of high-tech
components wrapped in its slender body. Between them, four critical elements turn a pretty stick into a magical piece of electronics. Small micro-electro-mechanical accelerometer (or MEMS) device, sensitive enough to measure the force of gravity, feels the movement of the wand in three ads; up and
down, side to side and backward and forward; a microprocessor to monitor accelerometer output and use special output algorithms to determine whether wand movement is one of 13 predefined gestures; Infrared code learning and playback integrated circuit (IC), which remembers the codes of remote
controls that you teach; and a miniature vibrating motor that beats like a small heart. He always knows which way is up Kymer's wand is smart, and as you'd expect with a magic wand, he always knows which way is up, adjusts his worldview continuously so that whether you turn, turn or swipe, or as you
pick it up, there's always a recognition of leftward movement (for example) as a leftward motion. The wand will also tell you what it does by pulsating with a gentle heartbeat in your hand. This means that once you have learned your ways, no one else needs to know how you communicate with the wand
and use it to control things around you. It pulses discreetly, giving you tactile feedback about what gestures you've made and whether it's sent infrared code. Silk-lined box depicts your wand KymerA Wand Kymera Is luxuriously presented A truly witchy gift perfectly weighted for balance in hand, the
Kymera wand is protected and displayed in simply gorgeous silk presentation box, covered with black faux-dragonhide. The wand itself is made of hard, durable ABS that has been treated to more than 20 hand-finishing steps to give it an antique look. The battery door turned into one piece of steel,
polished and then nickel plated for a really high quality shine. To complete the fantasy look and feel of the entire presentation, the Kymera Wand manual is printed on parchment-like paper and laid out as an attractive poster, 535mm x 360mm in size, designed to look like pages made of antique
handwriting. Use your wand to control things around the house It is important to practice with kymer wand The wand is perfect for controlling your iPod through its dock Before you can use the wand, you will need to practice to make sure that you can make all the gestures properly and then learn the wand
some codes from your existing remote controls. Exercising with a wand is fun and easy, and an essential part of getting used to Kymer's gesture recognition technology. Unlike the bleate remote control of the pressed kymer button, your make one of 13 different gestures to get it to what you want. When
you unwrap the wand and use it for the first time, it is already in practical mode. The Kymera wand doesn't have lights, so it tells you what it thinks you're doing by gently pulsating (vibrating) in your hand. In practice mode, the wand will pulse differently for each gesture: you make gestures one by one, and
after each gesture you count the number of pulses you feel. (For example, a flick up is three pulses and a flick down is four.) Most people need to exercise for only a few minutes to get to the bottom of wand gestures that require only short, positive movements. Once you've mastered all the gestures,
you're ready to switch to wand programming by teaching infrared codes from existing remote controls. 13 gestures allow you to control iPods, TVs, DVD players, lights and much more After the wand has been programmed there will be a pulse only once for each gesture on which the learned code has
been made, if this gesture is done correctly. The wand can learn remote control codes from a wide range of home devices. In fact, almost everything that uses an infrared remote control can be controlled with a Kymer wand (except for Bang &amp; Olufsen devices). The wand can also be used to control
TVs, and gestures to move up and down make it easier to have fun and simply browse the channels. Although it has only 13 gestures and therefore can only be programmed with 13 remote control codes, it's more than enough to get basic control and EPG navigation of your sky + set top box. There are
also infrared remote control switches and bulb holders (which need to be purchased separately), which, when used in conjunction with a wand, allow you to control the lights in your house with the magical flowering of your wand. Wand.
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